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a b s t r a c t 

We present a numerical and experimental scheme for the systematic analysis and comparison of phase retrieval 

techniques based on alternating projection numerical methods. This comparison allows us to evaluate the most 

common and recently introduced phase retrieval methods. The proposed scheme gives a quantitative comparison 

that helps to elucidate the differences between them and develop proper technical implementations of phase 

retrieval. The comparison is made by means of a numerical and experimental scheme that allows us to evaluate 

phase retrieval experiments. In this work, the drawbacks of using arbitrary random initial seeds to support the 

phase retrieval numerical algorithms are also analyzed and discussed. Moreover, we show the convenience of 

using a rough object phase estimation, which is obtained by means of a simple holographic technique, as the 

initial seed. This seed dramatically reduces the computational load of the algorithms by decreasing the successive 

iterations from hundreds to less than twenty. The experimental object under study is a random phase object within 

a micro-channel. As a proof of concept, this micro-channel combined with a millimeter size semicircular hole, 

which provides a reference wave, conforms a primitive sensor. The performance of the algorithms is not only 

measured by the usual convergence error, but also by means of a quality index that requires a direct comparison 

against the generally unknown original phase object. Thus, in order to evaluate the experimental performance 

of the phase retrieval techniques, we implement an interferometric optical setup that allows us to compare the 

results obtained by both techniques. The experiment proposed is a valuable tool for quantitative experimental 

evaluation of phase retrieval techniques in the optical domain. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Phase retrieval techniques are particularly used in different fields
uch as electron microscopy, X–ray crystallography and astronomy.
oreover, there are a variety of phase retrieval techniques. Some of

hem introduce changes in the recording scheme such as changing wave-
engths, changing the distance between the sample and the sensor or the
istance between the illumination source and the sample, or moving the
llumination laterally across the sensor (ptychography) and illuminating
he sample from different directions (Fourier-ptychography). As is very
ell known, this problem plays a central role in various fields of science
nd engineering when it is investigated from a more general point of
iew. In this work, we avoid the use of interferometric setups or recently
ntroduced multi-image approaches [1,2] . A contemporary overview of
he phase retrieval problem with application to optical imaging should
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e consulted in Ref. [3] with an exhaustive list of references therein.
nterested readers can find in this review links between relevant optical
hysics and signal processing methods and algorithms. 

We focus on phase retrieval techniques based on alternating pro-
ection numerical methods. This approach only requires knowing the
ourier magnitude and the support of the tested object. Therefore, it is
ery attractive for the development of refractive sensors since the com-
lexity level of the optical setup is reduced. However, these recursive
umerical methods either fail to work or show partial results that are
ifficult to interpret. A reason to explain this difficulty is that there is no
uarantee that a solution can be found algorithmically. This problem is
ot convex, and the solution depends on the initialization and the com-
lex object signal. Therefore, it is convenient to carry out theoretical
nd experimental comparisons between the well-known recursive algo-
ithms based on a proper object signal as a standard for analysis. To our
nowledge, this kind of comparisons cannot be found in the relevant lit-
 2018 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the ER iterative phase retrieval algorithm. 
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rature. Moreover, we could not find a quantitative comparison of the
etrieved phase against the object optical phase. 

With the name of Optical Phase Retrieval (OPR), we refer to the classic
roblem that can be shortly described as the reconstruction of an object
ignal 𝑔 𝑜 ∈ ℂ from the magnitude of its Fourier transform 𝐹 =  ( 𝑔 𝑜 ) .
PR is formulated as the empirical risk minimization expressed by the

ollowing equation: 

̂ = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 { 𝑔} 

2 𝑀 ∑
𝑘,𝑙=1 

[ |𝐹 𝑘,𝑙 |2 − | < 𝑎 𝑘,𝑙 , 𝑔 > |2 ] 2 , (1)

here �̂� ∈ ℂ 

2 𝑁×2 𝑁 is the complex object function to be recovered given
he intensity measurements |𝐹 | ∈ ℝ 

2 𝑀×2 𝑀 

+ . < a k, l , · > denotes the de-
omposition in vectors a k, l of the Fourier basis being 𝑀 > 2 𝑁 − 1 and
dopting a frame of work based on the oversampled discrete Fourier
ransform (zero padding for the object function and oversampling by
 or more). From the analysis of Eq. (1) , it is not clear how to find a
lobal minimum, even if one exists. In addition, it should be noted that
ll of the trivial ambiguities for �̂� : a)- global phase shift, b)- conjugate
nversion, c)- spatial shift, have the same Fourier modulus. 

It is known that prior information increases the probability of con-
ergence to the true solution [3] . Then, to initialize the algorithms, we
btain a rough seed by means of a holographic technique [4] and test its
onsequent benefits. In order to experimentally evaluate the OPR tech-
iques, we propose a simple two beam interferometric setup to recover
he object phase and compare it against the phase retrieved by the recur-
ive OPR algorithms. Since the object phase is also interferometrically
etermined, this gave us the opportunity to introduce the structural sim-
larity index measure (SSIM) to the OPR study framework. 

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 , we briefly describe
he compared algorithms based on alternating projections and the cri-
eria for comparison. Section 3 presents the theoretical object to be
ested and introduces the framework of the exact complex–wave recon-
truction to obtain a rough estimate object used as an initial guess. In
ection 4 , we show the performances obtained in the phase retrieval
roblem by using numerical simulations. Section 5 describes the exper-
mental setup and analyzes the results and the different sources of un-
ertainty when the object phase map is embedded in a micro-channel.
n Section 6 , a summary and conclusions are offered. 

. Algorithms based on alternating projections 

The most popular kind of phase retrieval methods are based on al-
ernating projections. These methods are of low algorithmic complexity
nd easy application. Thus, they can be used by non-specialized opera-
ors. In 1982, Fienup proposed a family of iterative algorithms that are
elated to different interpretations of the Gerchberg and Saxton method
5,6] . The general framework is the Error-Reduction iterative algorithm
ER), which consists of the following four steps shown in the block di-
gram of Fig. 1 for iteration n : (1) Fourier transform the object com-
lex signal g n ; (2) make minimum changes in | G n | to satisfy the Fourier
omain constraints and form 𝐺 

′
𝑛 
; (3) inverse Fourier transform of 𝐺 

′
𝑛 
;

nd (4) make minimum changes in 𝑔 ′
𝑛 

to satisfy the object domain con-
traints to form a new estimate of the object signal 𝑔 𝑛 +1 . An initial guess
 i is commonly given to the iterative process by assigning to each object
oordinate location 𝐱 = ( 𝑥, 𝑦 ) ∈ ℝ 

2 a phase composed of uniformly dis-
ributed values between − 𝜋 and 𝜋. The Fourier constraints are satisfied
y replacing |𝐺 𝑛 | = |𝐹 |, where |𝐹 | = 

√
𝐼 with I the measured intensity

n the Fourier domain of the object signal. The object constraints are
escribed as 

 𝑛 +1 = 

{ 

0 { 𝑥, 𝑦 } ∈ 𝛾, 
𝑔 ′
𝑛 

otherwise , 
(2)

here 𝛾 includes all points at which the n t h estimate of the object func-
ion 𝑔 ′

𝑛 
violates the object extent constraints. We employ the nomen-

lature proposed in the literature for the reviewed algorithms. In this
ase, 𝛾 is the region in the input object plane where the field values are
25 
ll zero. One of the most commonly used variant to this ER iterative
lgorithm is referred to as the Hybrid Input-Output (HIO) method 

 𝑛 +1 = 

{ 

𝑔 𝑛 − 𝛽𝑔 ′
𝑛 

{ 𝑥, 𝑦 } ∈ 𝛾, 
𝑔 ′
𝑛 

otherwise , 
(3) 

here 𝛽 is a constant feedback parameter with values in [0.5, 1]. The
IO algorithm is currently the most widely used algorithm in compari-

on to the other variants known as the Input-Output (IO) algorithm 

 𝑛 +1 = 

{ 

𝑔 𝑛 − 𝛽𝑔 ′
𝑛 

{ 𝑥, 𝑦 } ∈ 𝛾, 
𝑔 𝑛 otherwise , 

(4) 

nd the Output-Output (OO) algorithm 

 𝑛 +1 = 

{ 

𝑔 ′
𝑛 
− 𝛽𝑔 ′

𝑛 
{ 𝑥, 𝑦 } ∈ 𝛾, 

𝑔 ′
𝑛 

otherwise . 
(5) 

Only the amplitude of the Fourier image and 𝛾 are necessary for the
bject phase recovery. As is known in the specialized literature, some
recautions must be taken when applying iterative methods to avoid
tagnation, slow convergence and the twin image problem [7] . The com-
ination of the ER and HIO iterative algorithms can perform a better
hase retrieval process than separated realizations [8] . To avoid con-
usion, we name the combination of both a distinct standard iterative
ethod ER/HIO. 

As shown in Ref. [9] the combination of the HIO and ER algorithms
s significantly outperformed by an extension of this combination based
n randomized overrelaxation. The authors show that this extension can
nhance the success rate of reconstructions for a fixed number of iter-
tions as compared to reconstructions solely based on the traditional
lgorithm. We briefly review this algorithm for completeness and name
t HIO/O/ER. Therefore, it is convenient to define projection operators
 S and P A from the operations shown in Fig. 1 . It is direct to observe
hat 𝑔 𝑛 +1 = 𝑃 𝑆 𝑃 𝐴 𝑔 𝑛 for the ER algorithm. The operator P A performs the
ourier transformation and conserves the measured amplitude and P S 
nverse Fourier transform by fixing the block of zeros corresponding to
. We encourage the readers to consult Ref. [9] for a proper review. In
hese terms, HIO is rewritten as 𝑔 𝑛 +1 = [1 − 𝑃 𝑆 − 𝛽𝑃 𝐴 + (1 + 𝛽) 𝑃 𝑆 𝑃 𝐴 ] 𝑔 𝑛 . 

The extension of the ER/HIO to the HIO/O/ER is based on overrelax-
tion and randomization. The authors replace the projection operator P A 
y the relaxed expression 𝐿 = 1 + 𝜆𝐴 ( 𝑃 𝐴 − 1) obtaining a new expression
or the HIO with overrelaxation 𝑔 𝑛 +1 = [1 − 𝑃 𝑆 − 𝛽𝐿 + (1 + 𝛽) 𝑃 𝑆 𝐿 ] 𝑔 𝑛 ,
here 𝜆A is a real constant called relaxation parameter. To include the

andomization, in each iteration 𝜆A is randomly selected with a uni-
orm distribution within a given range of specific values. Formally, the
uthors present a framework for studying randomization of any iterative
rojection algorithm and limit its use to parameter values whose deter-
inistic contribution coincide with the HIO algorithm. In this frame-
ork, a projection polynomial operator is considered, and by means of
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 working hypothesis, the following expression for the HIO with ran-
omized overrelaxation is obtained: 

 𝑛 +1 = [ 𝑏 1 + 𝑐 𝑆, 1 𝑃 𝑆 + 𝑐 𝐴, 1 𝑃 𝐴 + 𝑐 𝑆, 2 𝑃 𝑆 𝑃 𝐴 + 𝑐 𝐴, 2 𝑃 𝐴 𝑃 𝑆 ] 𝑔 𝑛 , (6)

ith the constraint 

 = 1 − 

2 ∑
𝑛 =1 

( 𝑐 𝑆,𝑛 + 𝑐 𝐴,𝑛 ) , (7)

nd the following coefficients 

 𝑆, 1 = −1 − 𝛾𝐴 (1 + 𝛽) , (8a)

 𝐴, 1 = − 𝛽(1 + 𝛾𝐴 ) , (8b)

 𝑆, 2 = (1 + 𝛽)(1 + 𝛾𝐴 ) , (8c)

 𝐴, 2 = 0 , (8d)

here 𝛾A is uniformly distributed in [− 𝜈, 𝜈] and 𝜈 ≈0.5. Finally, the ER
lgorithm is applied to complete the iterative process HIO/O/ER (see
ig. 1 in Ref. [9] for a graphical illustration of the HIO/O/ER algorithm
nd its building blocks). 

The twin image problem is a drawback when using iterative algo-
ithms. The obtained estimate often stagnates and contains the features
f the ideal solution and its inverted and complex-conjugated replica.
his drawback is more severe when the object support is centrosym-
etric. Recently, an important observation was made: the ideal solu-

ion without the twin image is typically more sparse in some suitable
ransform domain as compared to the stagnated solution [10] . This ob-
ervation facilitated the construction of a new method based on the in-
roduction of a sparsity–enhancing step in the iterative algorithm with-
ut the need to change the object support throughout the iterative pro-
ess, even when the object support is centrosymmetric. Following, we
riefly describe the modified version of the HIO algorithm incorporat-
ng a sparsity–enhancing step with the functional gradient of the Huber
enalty, named HIO/TV. From Ref. [10] , the HIO/TV algorithm com-
utes an estimate in the n t h step by applying the HIO method. Then, a
ew solution is updated by using a fixed number N TV of gradient descent
teps k of the following form for TV reduction 

 

′𝑘 +1 
𝑛 +1 = 𝑔 ′

𝑘 

𝑛 +1 + 

𝑡 

2 𝛿2 
∇ ⋅

⎛ ⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎝ 
∇ 𝑓 √ 

1 + 

|∇ 𝑓 |2 
𝛿2 

⎞ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎠ 
, (9)

here 𝑓 = 𝑔 ′𝑘 
𝑛 +1 and the step size t is determined in each iteration by a

acktracking line search. 𝛿 is a running parameter elected as the median
f the gradient magnitudes over all object coordinates in each gradient
escent step. 

.1. Convergence and quality criteria 

With the purpose of examining the convergence properties of the
bove algorithms, it is convenient to define a numerical tool before in-
roducing the different comparisons of numerical simulations. In phase
etrieval, the iterations continue until the computed Fourier transform
atisfies the Fourier domain constraints and an estimate is found. Then,
e say that the associated Fourier transform pair satisfies all the con-

traints in both domains for that estimate and with a determined con-
ergence error. The convergence error is usually evaluated by means of
he discrete sum of squared errors ( SSE ) 

 𝑆 𝐸( 𝑛 ) = 10 log 
⎧ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎩ 
∑𝐽 

𝑗=1 
∑𝐾 

𝑘 =1 
[|𝐺 𝑛 ( 𝑗, 𝑘 ) | − |𝐹 ( 𝑗, 𝑘 ) |]2 ∑𝐽 

𝑗=1 
∑𝐾 

𝑘 =1 |𝐹 ( 𝑗, 𝑘 ) |2 
⎫ ⎪ ⎬ ⎪ ⎭ 
, (10)
26 
here J and K are the dimensions of the image corresponding to the
easured intensity in the Fourier domain. Note that SSE provides par-

ial information and it is also difficult to interpret as a quality index
ssociated with the retrieved phase map. However, it is found in litera-
ure as a common procedure and we included it with the aim of showing
n additional reference for comparison purposes with other authors. 

In order to investigate the quality Q of the recovered phase map,
e evaluate the structural similarity index measurement (SSIM) [11] .
he distortion measured by the SSIM index is associated with loss of
orrelation, undesired offset of the mean phase, or modification of the
tandard deviation. We adopt this form of SSIM index 

 𝑗 = 

(2 𝜙𝐴 𝜙𝐵 + 𝐶 1 )(2 𝜎𝜙𝐴 𝜙𝐵 + 𝐶 2 ) 

( 𝜙
2 
𝐴 
+ 𝜙

2 
𝐵 
+ 𝐶 1 )( 𝜎2 𝜙𝐴 + 𝜎2 

𝜙𝐵 
+ 𝐶 2 ) 

, (11)

here 𝜙A and 𝜙B are the phase images being compared, 𝜙 is the mean
alue of 𝜙, 𝜎 is the standard deviation, and 𝜎𝜙𝐴 𝜙𝐵 is the correlation co-
fficient between 𝜙A and 𝜙B . C 1 and C 2 are small positive constants that
void numerical instability for near zero sample means, standard devia-
ions or correlation coefficients. 𝐶 1 = 0 . 01 and 𝐶 2 = 0 . 03 were chosen to
btain comparable results. 𝑄 ∈ [−1 , 1] and 𝑄 = 1 is satisfied for exact
hase recovery. We calculate Q as the mean value of several Q j of locally
btained SSIM indices using a sliding window approach. 

It is important to stress that for the numerical and theoretical analy-
is of OPR algorithms, the object phase can be known and both criteria
SSIM and SSE) can be applied in order to evaluate the performance.
owever, the object phase is generally unknown in real experiments and

he application of the SSIM index is not possible. In Section 5 , we pro-
ose a simple interferometric optical setup for experimental evaluation
nd testing of OPR algorithms. Note that unlike the SSE, the SSIM index
ompares the retrieved phase against the original phase. According to
ur knowledge, this methodology is first demonstrated in Section 4 by
umerical examples and in Section 5 by experimental measurements.
here, we show the importance of evaluating and analyzing the OPR
lgorithms with the SSIM index. In the following section we describe
he basic geometry of the object under study and the object support.
his leads us to implement a coarse holographic technique in order to
roduce a rough estimate of the object that favors the numerical con-
ergence. This allows us to analyze the OPR algorithms when they are
ssisted by an initial guess. 

. Phase retrieval layout and a rough seed implementation 

btained by holographic combination 

We are concerned with the performance comparison of alternating
rojection methods, as described in the preceding section. Although the
pplication of these methods does not require specialized operators,
hese methods often fail to work. Therefore, we believe that it is nec-
ssary to rethink the object support and the introduction of an initial
uess for a proper recovery of the phase fields. We implemented an ob-
ect geometry that offers the possibility to find a rough seed by means of
 coarse holographic technique and use it for initialization of the OPR
lgorithms. The proposed geometry is extremely simple and suggests the
roof of concept of a refractive index sensor. 

.1. Object signal description 

We analyze the OPR process by transmission through a centrosym-
etric object support. The presence of this symmetry in the object sup-
ort contributes to the problem of twin image [7] . However, it is our
ntention to show the behavior obtained during the process of OPR for
n unfavorable condition. 

We begin our theoretical comparison with a theoretical object func-
ion as shown in Fig. 2 . The circular aperture represents a signal ob-
ect immerse in 𝛾 where we distinguish two different regions: a refer-
nce aperture ( AP ) and the test object ( OB ), both of the same size. In
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ne-half ( AP ), we form a reference aperture, which is simply left as an
mpty space for the introduction of the holographic approach. In the
ther ( OB ), we introduce the proper unknown object signal to be de-
ermined by transmission. In Section 4 the numerical experiments deal
ith a highly artificial but challenging test object OB (the object phase

s given by the standard test Lena image). In Section 5 we perform the
xperimental phase retrieval evaluation by placing a micro-channel as
 test object. 

.2. A rough seed obtained by holographic combination 

A holographic scheme can be introduced in the optical setup used
n the phase retrieval problem with the aim of producing a rough seed
12] . It is well known that the introduction of a tiny hole at a prede-
ermined position in the object plane creates an additional wave with a
ilted phase. This mechanism allows the introduction of additional in-
ormation which is used for increasing the resolution of the algorithmic
ecovery or for relaxing the constraints on the prior knowledge of the
bject support (see Ref. [3] and reference therein for successful appli-
ations combining a holographic procedure). A systematic evaluation of
he importance of approximate Fourier phase information for the phase
etrieval problem can be consulted in Ref. [13] . In this reference, the
uthors discover that a rough phase estimate up to 𝜋/2 enables the de-
elopment of efficient algorithms whose reconstruction time is an order
f magnitude faster than HIO. 

We base our argument in the framework of the exact complex-wave
econstruction applied in digital holography [4] . A hologram is formed
y the spatial superposition of two mutually coherent waves. In our case,
ne wave comes from the object ( OB ) named E o , and the other emanates
rom the reference aperture ( AP ) E r . Note that E r is introduced with a
irection k r , thus 𝐸 𝑟 = 𝐴 exp (− 𝑖 𝐤 𝑟 ⋅ 𝐱) , where A and k r are the complex
mplitude and wave-vector respectively, and x corresponds to the coor-
inates of a point in space. Then, the interference pattern to be analyzed
s constructed and specified as 𝐼( 𝐱) = |𝐸 𝑟 + 𝐸 𝑜 |2 , where E o is the object
eld to be determined and I ( x ) is the spatial intensity distribution mea-
ured at the CCD sensor. From Theorem 1 in Ref. [4] , the following
dentity 

 

[ 
ln 
( 

1 + 

𝐸 𝑜 

𝐸 𝑟 

) ] 
=  

[ 
ln 
( 

𝐼 |𝐸 𝑟 |2 
) ] 

𝟏 [0 , +∞)×[0 , +∞) (12)

s verified when the Fourier transform  [ 𝐸 𝑜 ∕ 𝐸 𝑟 ] is identically zero
utside of the quadrant of the frequency domain given by [0 , +∞) ×
0 , +∞) and | E o / E r | < 1. The knowledge of the interferogram cepstrum
n Eq. (12) exactly recovers the object field E o by the inversion of the
ourier transform and the use of the exponential function 
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[ 
exp 

( 

 

−1 
{ 

 

[ 
ln 
( 

𝐼 |𝐸 𝑟 |2 
) ] 

𝟏 
} ) 

− 1 
] 
𝐸 𝑟 . (13)

Note that | E r | 
2 is measured blocking OB , whereas E r can be either

stimated or measured. When the angle between the wave vectors cor-
esponding to the object and reference is large, Eq. (13) shows high
erformance. In Fig. 2 , the reference wave is realized by the reference
perture ( AP ). This way, the presented object does not have the before-
entioned condition (the angle value is very low in this case). There-

ore, the recovered object field is unsatisfactory. However, this roughly
btained approximation of the object field can serve as an initial guess
rough seed) when using alternating projection methods and improves
he convergence and accuracy of the solution. 

. Comparisons of numerical simulations 

We analyze and discuss the results for different object considerations
nd seeds in order to compare different phase retrieval algorithms. For
his comparison, we employ a highly artificial object ( Fig. 2 ). In the ob-
ect area ( OB ) the amplitude is characterized by a random uniform dis-
ribution in the interval [0, 1] whereas the phase is given by the known
27 
ena image as a phase map in [− 𝜋, 𝜋) . In the reference aperture ( AP )
e define a uniform field 4 exp ( i 𝜋/4). 𝛾 is a block of zeros as shown in
ig. 2 (a). The size of the images considered ( Fig. 2 ) is 512 ×512 pix-
ls and the evaluated object occupies a circle of 256 pixels of diameter.
herefore, the object under test is quite challenging since it is centrosym-
etric with random amplitudes and a phase map of very fine details. 

• Case 𝐈 . No prior knowledge is considered on either the object region
OB or the aperture region AP . Therefore, the seeds to support the
algorithms are fields of unitary amplitudes and random phases in
[− 𝜋, 𝜋) . 

• Case 𝐈𝐈 . No prior knowledge is considered on the region OB . In this
case the seeds are divided into the two regions ( OB and AP ). The
initial guess at region OB is fed with a uniform amplitude and ran-
dom phases in the interval [− 𝜋, 𝜋) . In the region AP , the seed is an
intentionally untrue but uniform value of amplitude and phase. 

• Case 𝐈𝐈𝐈 . No prior knowledge is considered on the region OB . How-
ever, since we a priori know the complex field of the reference aper-
ture and the Fourier spectrum intensity of the object and the aperture
jointly ( I ), we obtain an initial guess for OB from Eq. (13) . 

Below, we show the results obtained by means of the different algo-
ithms described in Section 2 and the OPR layout described in Section 3 .
e also analyze and discuss the most important sources of uncertainty.

.1. Comparisons obtained in cases I and II 

The comparisons between Case 𝐈 and Case 𝐈𝐈 should offer an idea
bout the use of these alternating projection algorithms working directly
n a straightforward problem of phase retrieval (i.e. a complex object
mmersed in a centrosymmetric support by adopting an oversampling
f 2). In order to highlight the results obtained for a proper analysis, we
mploy a common numerical procedure for FFT calculations and a non
uantized Fourier spectrum. 

We are interested in retrieving the phase of the object g o shown in
ig. 2 . Fig. 3 shows the results obtained using the HIO/O/ER algorithm
ith 5 cycles of 30 and 100 iterations for HIO/O and ER, respectively,
nd 𝛽 = 0 . 9 and 𝜈 = 0 . 3 . As the object phase is exactly known in the
umerical simulations, then we can use the Q index for the evaluation
f the recovered phase. In Fig. 3 (a–d), we show the results of SSE and
 corresponding to 16 trials using two different kinds of seeds. Case
 : Fig. 3 (a) and (b) depict the results for seeds with random phases in
− 𝜋, 𝜋) and unitary amplitudes. Case 𝐈𝐈 : Fig. 3 (c) and (d) depict the case
hen the seeds are divided into two zones. The region OB (Lena place)

s fed with seeds of random phases in [− 𝜋, 𝜋) and unitary amplitude,
hereas the region AP (reference aperture) is filled with a uniform seed
f amplitude 4 and phase 𝜋/2. In Fig. 3 (a–d) the beginning of each cycle
s noticeable every 130 iterations (a similar behavior can be observed in
ef. [8] ). Whereas SSE shows that the convergence slightly improves af-

er each cycle, the Q index, which compares the retrieved phase against
he original, shows no significant tendency. According to SSE ( Fig. 3 (a)
nd (c)), the convergence obtained in Case 𝐈𝐈 trials does not present
ignificant improvement when compared to Case 𝐈 trials. However, ac-
ording to the Q index ( Fig. 3 (b) and (d)) the convergence obtained
vidences a little improvement for Case 𝐈𝐈 trials. In these comparisons
e do not analyze the degradation of the recovered phase due to the

eduction of the quantization levels, since the algorithms tested already
xhibit a poor performance. 

According to our experience, none of the algorithms presented in
ection 2 was able to improve the results of Fig. 3 and therefore this
ehavior can be considered representative for the analysis. We empha-
ize that the alternating projection algorithms under the conditions of
ase 𝐈 and Case 𝐈𝐈 are hard to manage. The algorithms require operat-

ng with proper parameters to be successful and therefore an exhausted
earch must be implemented. In these comparisons, we did not find sig-
ificant results even though we tested a wide set of parameters for all
lgorithms presented. We conclude that it is important to possess a set of
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the forming parts of the object signal g o ( OB and AP ) and 𝛾. Numerical simulation (b) Amplitude of the object | g o |: at OB random 

uniform distribution in the interval [0, 1], and at AP constant amplitude of 4. (c) Phase of the object ∠( g o ): at OB Lena image in the interval [− 𝜋, 𝜋) rad, and at AP 

constant phase of 𝜋/4. 

Fig. 3. SSE and Q obtained for the object depicted in Fig. 2 using the HIO/O/ER 

algorithm (16 different trials) with 5 cycles of 30 and 100 iterations for HIO, O, 

and ER, respectively (i.e. a total of 650 iterations). 𝛽 = 0 . 9 and 𝜈 = 0 . 3 . (a) and 

(b) correspond to seeds with unitary amplitude and random phases in [− 𝜋, 𝜋) 
(Case 𝐈 ). (c) and (d) correspond to seeds that are discriminated into the reference 

aperture ( AP ) and the object zone ( OB ) (Case 𝐈𝐈 ). In AP , the initial guess is 

uniform 𝑔 𝑖 = 4 exp ( 𝑖𝜋∕2) . In OB the initial guess corresponds to random phases 

in [− 𝜋, 𝜋) and unitary amplitude. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Seed obtained from Eq. (13) and E r . (b) SSE and (c) Q , obtained for 6 

different algorithm implementations (1 trial) along only 20 iterations. (d) Final 

result after 5 iterations using HIO. The values of the algorithm parameters were 

𝛽 = 0 . 9 and 𝜈 = 0 . 5 . 
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arameters to alleviate the external operator task. We believe that find-
ng proper conditions in the test object that facilitate the phase recovery
rocedure can be an alternative. According to our experience, it is not
ossible to recover the object phase in these cases with a centrosymmet-
ic support and wide range Fourier spectrum ( Fig. 3 ). However, some
rior knowledge on the test object g o allows us to modify the initial seed
nd minimally improve the performance of the algorithms ( Fig. 3 (d)).
his tendency is observed in all of the algorithms under test. 

.2. Comparisons obtained in case 𝐈𝐈𝐈 

In this case, we firstly consider having a perfect reference wave ( AP ).
herefore, by means of Eq. (13) , a seed ( Fig. 4 (a)) is determined and it
eeds the different algorithms. We assume that the magnitude of the
ourier spectra corresponding to the reference aperture | E r | 

2 , and the
bject and the aperture jointly ( I ) are both quantized in 2 32 levels. This
uantization is considered as a large dynamic range and leads to the
mprovement of OPR using iterative Fourier transform algorithms [14] .
ig. 4 (b) and (c) resume the results obtained after only 20 iterations
or each algorithm according to SSE and Q , respectively. According to
ig. 4 (b), for ER, OO, and HIO, SSE decreases along with the number of
terations. However, after three iterations the quality index Q does not
28 
resent significant variations ( Fig. 4 (c)) and no improvement is reached
n the final phase map. According to the Q index ( Fig. 4 (c)) ER, OO, HIO,
nd HIO/O present a similarly good performance whereas IO presents a
ess efficient performance. Fig. 4 (d) shows the final result after 5 itera-
ions using HIO. The values of the algorithm parameters are 𝛽 = 0 . 9 and
= 0 . 5 . Note that in order to find a satisfactory object phase field, less

han five iterations might be sufficient. 
An important observation in the use of these alternating projection

lgorithms is that no important deviations should be found in the out-
ut results for a minimum variation of the operating parameters of the
lgorithm [15] . However, in our experience, HIO/TV is very sensitive
nd hard to manage ( Fig. 4 (c)). 

As stated before, it is important to know the degradation of the per-
ormance when the quantization levels are reduced. We still find effi-
ient performances for ER, OO, and HIO when decreasing the quantiza-
ion scale down to 2 24 levels ( Fig. 5 (a)). HIO/O required a few iterations
ore in order to obtain the same performance as before. According to

ur experience, the alternating projection methods give degradable re-
ults if the acquisition of images has less than 2 24 levels of quantization.

It is also convenient to consider the situation where the field as-
ociated to the reference beam is not precisely known (i. e. when the
eference wave is imprecise) [16] . Thus, we maintain the quantization
n 2 24 levels but we test a new seed. In the reference aperture zone AP

he field is now defined numerically as a constant of amplitude 1 and
ull phase values uniformly distributed. However, the Fourier spectra
or the object I and the reference wave | E r | are considered as known.
hus, Eq. (13) is applied in order to obtain a new seed from an improper
eference wave. Fig. 5 (b) shows how this seed affects the performance
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Fig. 5. (a) Results of Q obtained for each algorithm in the same conditions as Fig. 4 and using a quantization scheme of 2 24 levels instead of 2 32 .(b) Results of Q 

obtained for each algorithm in the same conditions as (a) but the seed is defined numerically as a constant of amplitude 1 and null phase values uniformly distributed 

in the reference aperture zone. (c) The recovered phase map for HIO method in 5 iterations. 

Fig. 6. Experimental setup. (a) Scheme of the experiment. 532 nm laser. NDF: 

Neutral density filter. Spatial filter (SF) formed by a microscope objective and a 

pinhole. CL: collimating lens; P 1 : polarizer BS: beam splitters; O: test object CCD: 

digital camera attached to a computer. FTL: Fourier transform lens. PZT: piezo–

electric actuator. Shutter A: the reference arm is available for interferometry. 

Shutter B: the reference arm is blocked for phase retrieval. (b) Experimental 

setup for phase retrieval (Mach–Zehnder test arm). f : 150 mm focal length. 

(c) Experimental test object (object signal g o ). Object support: 4 mm circular 

perforation on a steel plate. Aperture ( AP ): empty space (upper region). Object 

( OB ): 500 μm wide channel filled with a thin cellophane layer (lower region). 
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Fig. 7. Phase maps and Spectra (1040 ×1392 pixels). (a) Phase map of the mea- 

sured spectrum by the PSI procedure (radians). (b) Phase map of �̂� 𝑃𝑆𝐼 obtained 

from (a) by applying a numerical inverse Fourier transform procedure (radians). 

(c) Fourier spectrum intensity measured for the reference aperture zone only, 

| E r | 
2 (logarithmic scale). (d) Fourier spectrum intensity measured for the com- 

plete object (micro–channel and aperture zones simultaneously), I (logarithmic 

scale). 
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f the different algorithms. ER, OO, HIO, and HIO/O obtain a distorted
hase map but Lena ’s face is still easily recognized after a few itera-
ions ( Fig. 5 (c)). These algorithms are quite robust for variations of the
eference amplitude | E r | but they introduce a severe distortion in the
etrieved phase. 

The numerical evaluation of the algorithms shows that the SSIM Q

ndex provides a more accurate description than the SSE . According to
he Q index, the reduction of the SSE after each cycle has no practi-
al impact on the quality of the object phase recovered. Although the
bject support is centrosymmetric, the results found for Case 𝐈𝐈𝐈 sug-
est that the alternating projection algorithms can still exhibit a good
erformance according to the OPR layout proposed ( Section 3 ), if two
eatures are achieved: (1) enough quantization levels in the acquisition
f the spectra are employed, and (2) a rather accurate reference wave
s known. Therefore, the following sections present the experimental
evelopment and analysis for Case 𝐈𝐈𝐈 . 

. Experimental procedure 

In order to test the results of OPR methods, we propose a two beam
nterferometric setup. This scheme allows us to evaluate the OPR results
29 
y means of the Q index. Note that both techniques are implemented in
he same experimental scheme: the OPR procedure uses only one arm
f the interferometer (test arm) whereas the interferometric procedure
ses both arms. 

The experimental setup is based on a Mach–Zehnder interferometer
s depicted in Fig. 6 (a). We add a lens to the test arm to produce the
ourier transform of the object complex signal. This way, the test arm
rojects the Fourier transform of the object on the plane of the detector.
his optical system also allows us to find one of the most direct real-
pace constraints, often known as the object support, which is a source
f uncertainty in the phase recovery procedure. 

The light source is a diode pumped solid state laser of wavelength
= 532 nm that is attenuated by a neutral density filter (NDF). The main
eam is expanded and spatially filtered by an optical set (SF) composed
y a 10 X microscope objective, a pinhole of 10 μm and a collimating
ens (CL). The polarization of the main beam is adjusted by a polarizer
P 1 ) and subsequently split into two secondary beams (named test and
eference beams) using a beam splitter (BS 1 ). The test beam of the in-
erferometer traverses the transmissive object (O) that constitutes the
bject signal g o . It is followed by a 25 mm diameter lens (FTL) of a focal
ength of 150 mm that produces the Fourier transform of the complex-
alued test object transmittance F in its back focal plane where a CCD
s placed ( Fig. 6 (b)). The intensity measurements are performed with a
harge-coupled device camera (CCD) of 1040 ×1392 pixels and with a
ixel size of 6.45 μm × 6.45 μm (QIClick-1392). The test object con-
ists of a 4 mm circular aperture on a steel plate ( Fig. 6 (c)) which is
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Fig. 8. Phase maps (radians, 1040 ×1392 pixels). (a) Seed obtained using Eq. (13) and Fig. 7 (c)–(d). (b) Object phase map, �̂� 𝑃𝑆𝐼 recovered using PSI technique. (c) 

Object phase map recovered using HIO/O and ER with 4 cycles of 10 and 100 iterations, respectively, and 𝛽 = 0 . 9 and 𝜈 = 0 . 5 . 

Fig. 9. (a) SSE for HIO/O and ER with 4 cycles of 10 and 100 iterations, re- 

spectively, and 𝛽 = 0 . 9 and 𝜈 = 0 . 5 . (b) Q obtained for each algorithm when the 

quality index is only considered in the micro-channel. Comparison between the 

phase maps obtained by PSI technique and the different recursive algorithms. 
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ivided into two regions. The upper region of g o is an empty aperture
 AP ) whereas the lower region ( OB ) has a test channel. This channel is
00 μm wide and filled with a thin cellophane layer. The reference beam
s reflected by a piezoelectrically actuated mirror (M 2 ) and recombined
ith the test beam by means of a beam splitter (BS 2 ). This optical ar-

angement allows us to apply a four–step phase–shifting interferometric
PSI) technique, measure the complex-valued Fourier transform of the
est object F , and backpropagate it to the object plane in order to obtain
̂ 𝑃𝑆𝐼 . This way, the experimental setup allows us to determine the opti-
al phase spread over the object plane. Therefore, the results obtained
y means of OPR methods can be compared with those from the PSI
echnique by means of both criteria: the SSE and the Q index. In order
o acquire the spectra I and | E r | 

2 , we only use the test arm of the Mach–
ehnder interferometer, while we block the reference arm. This way,
e use the same experimental setup for both techniques. 

.1. Interferometric procedure 

The measurement process for the recovery of the object phase is
ased on a very well known four-step PSI technique [17] . We take four
hase-shifted interferograms corresponding to the superposition of the
elds associated with the test and the reference arms by introducing
 phase angle difference via the piezoelectrically actuated mirror M 2 .
ith this procedure, the complex-value of the Fourier spectrum F is
easured. Fig. 7 (a) shows the phase map of the measured spectrum ∠F .
he object signal �̂� 𝑃𝑆𝐼 is reconstructed by back–propagating the recov-
red complex fields (amplitude and phase) to the object plane by the
nverse Fourier transform. Note that this interferometric procedure al-
ows us to know the reference wave E r , which is necessary to implement
q. (13) and determine an initial guess. Fig. 7 (b) illustrates the phase
ap corresponding to �̂� 𝑃𝑆𝐼 , which is obtained from Fig. 7 (a) by applying
 numerical inverse Fourier transform procedure. Note that the bound-
ry of the object g o is easily determined and therefore the object support
an be specified to assist the phase retrieval process. We complete the
oundary with blocks of zeros in order to obtain the image format cor-
esponding to the CCD employed in the measurement (1040 ×1392). 
30 
.2. Phase retrieval procedure 

In order to obtain an initial guess (by means of Eq. (13) , the mea-
urement process for phase retrieval proposed in Section 3 involves the
cquisition of two Fourier spectrum images separately. One corresponds
o | E r | 

2 , the Fourier transform of the reference aperture ( AP ) located in
he upper region of the object g o , whereas OB , the lower region (micro-
hannel), is blocked (see Fig. 6 (c)). The other image corresponds to I ,
he Fourier transform of the complete object g o (upper region and lower
egion uncovered). 

It is important to note that the first image corresponding only to the
mpty aperture remains unaltered whereas the space corresponding to
he lower region may change due to the test object deposited in the
00 μm channel (e. g. a test object with a dynamic phase). Since the
perture remains unaltered for different test objects immersed in the
icro-channel, there is no need to repeat the first image. Moreover, this
illimeter size semicircular slit is very easy to reproduce experimentally

nd this step should not be considered as a severe design problem. 

.2.1. High dynamic range imaging 

As discussed in Section 4 , the quantization error in the measurement
f the Fourier spectrum for the phase retrieval process leads to an im-
ortant error in the reconstructed object. Thus, an alternative to reduce
his source of uncertainty is necessary. In this work, we improve the per-
ormance of phase retrieval methods by adopting an approach based on
he High Dynamic Range Imaging (HDRI) technique [18] . We acquire a
equence of 200 images with a linear incremental exposure time starting
t 12 μs with 12 μs increments. The exposure time and laser power are
djusted in order to obtain a sequence of intensity growing images that
tarts without any saturated pixels. By using a model of linear regres-
ion, the intensity of each pixel is linearly estimated as a function of the
xposure time, and the dynamic intensity range is then expanded. 

Fig. 7 (c) and (d) show, in logarithmic scale, the intensities measured
or the reference aperture Fourier spectrum only, | E r | 

2 , and the complete
bject Fourier spectrum, I (micro-channel and aperture zones simultane-
usly), respectively. Both images were obtained by using the previously
escribed HDRI procedure adopting a format of 1040 ×1392 pixels. The
ondition I > I r required for using Eq. (13) is clearly verified. Fig. 7 (c)
haracterizes the reference wave via the Fourier transform | E r | 

2 . This is
ubstituted in Eq. (13) to obtain an initial guess ( Fig. 8 (a)). 

.3. Experimental comparisons 

We compare the performance of the different phase retrieval meth-
ds based on the same experimental measurements as described in
ig. 7 . To verify the results obtained and carry out a quantitative com-
arison, we compare the results obtained by using the different phase re-
rieval methods against the PSI measurement. Fig. 8 (c) shows the phase
ap of the complete object (reference aperture and micro–channel) re-

overed. Fig. 8 (b) illustrates the phase map of the object �̂� 𝑃𝑆𝐼 , which
s obtained by employing the PSI technique. Fig. 8 (a) shows the seed
btained following the procedure described. Note that the seed phase
ap corresponding to the micro-channel is different from the original
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ig. 8 (b). In this case, we utilize the HIO/O and ER with 4 cycles of
0 and 100 iterations, respectively. The parameters for the algorithm
re 𝛽 = 0 . 9 and 𝜈 = 0 . 5 . Fig. 9 (a) shows its performance according to
SE . We use the phase map of the micro–channel, known via an inter-
erometric procedure, as the reference in the quality index SSIM calcu-
ation ( Eq. (11) ). As in the previous examples, increasing the number
f iterations does not improve the final recovered phase map. Fig. 9 (b)
ummarizes the results for Q index found in the comparisons. Only a
ew iterations are necessary for the ER, OO, HIO, HIO/O algorithms to
chieve a relative stagnation. The best value obtained is not higher than
 = 0 . 6 and the recovered phase of the micro–channel can be observed

n Fig. 8 (c). 
Not only do these experimental results agree with the numerical re-

ults ( Section 4 ), but they also demonstrate the advantage of the pro-
osed OPR evaluation scheme. 

. Conclusions 

The phase retrieval problem is not convex, and the solution depends
n the initialization and on the complex object signal. Moreover, there
s no guarantee that a solution can be found algorithmically. However,
hase retrieval is still appealing since it does not require interferometric
ptical setups. It is also attractive for the characterization of test objects
y simple free propagation and record of its Fourier spectrum in am-
litude. Therefore, all possible alternatives that seek to combine prior
nformation are useful to face these difficulties. In addition, systematic
valuations of phase retrieval methods are necessary to identify the most
mportant sources of uncertainty involved and redirect the experimental
fforts. 

Throughout this work, we have shown the importance of quanti-
ation levels and how detrimental a centrosymmetric support can be.
owever, both experimental conditions can be overcome by means of a

imple reference aperture in the object domain and an increased quanti-
ation. The latter generates a severe trade-off between the characteristic
ime of the dynamics of the object phase and the exposure time required
o implement a process of HDRI. The insertion of an aperture in the ob-
ect domain allows us to introduce an initial guess, which improves the
hase retrieval. Although it is necessary to know the reference wave,
e show that it is possible to retrieve the phase in only a few itera-

ions. This approach can be very useful because the reference wave is
easured only once. Moreover, the reference wave associated with a

emicircular aperture is easily reproducible. 
Convergence properties of the alternating projection methods are

sually examined by means of SSE . However, we show that SSE is not
 good measure when compared to the quality index Q associated with
he object phase map recovered, which is the variable of concern. The
 index allows us to identify the importance of the quantization levels
nd the use of an initial guess. Moreover, according to the Q index, the
lgorithms ER, OO, HIO, and HIO/O offer similar performances and are
ollowed by IO. All of these alternating projection methods are not very
ensitive to external parameters. However, HIO/TV proves to be more
emanding and requires working with a trained external operator. 
31 
We also evaluate the experimental use of alternating projection
ethods in the phase retrieval process corresponding to a micro-channel

n a transmissive way. A dedicated optical setup based on a Mach–
ehnder interferometer with the possibility of measuring the object
hase using PSI was implemented to compare the results obtained. Due
o the proven efficiency of interferometric techniques, there is no need
o rely on costly micro-fabrication processes or electronic microscope fa-
ilities in order to guarantee the phase features of the test objects under
tudy. 

We experimentally find that the alternating projection methods can-
ot surpass a value of 𝑄 = 0 . 6 , even by using a rough initial seed esti-
ated from a precisely known reference wave (considering the object
hase measured by PSI as the most precisely determined one). In our
xperience, when the reference wave is imprecise, the alternating pro-
ection methods seem to be less sensitive to amplitude than to phase
ariations, even though the final Q value is degraded. 
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